I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, the field of atomic force microscopy (AFM) has evolved from quasi-static 1 to dynamic methods [2] [3] [4] and more recently to dynamic methods where multiple frequencies are externally excited. [5] [6] [7] [8] In standard monomodal AFM, the cantilever is externally excited at a single frequency. 9 When the tip interacts with the nonlinear tip-sample forces, exact multiples of the drive frequency, i.e., its higher harmonics, are excited. 9, 10 Other than in heavily damped environments, however, 11 and provided the tipsample forces are gentle, 12 higher harmonics are typically assumed to lie too close to the noise level and are neglected. Then, the amplitude, phase, and mean deflection of the cantilever at the frequency of the drive are the experimental observables. In the multifrequency approach, two 13 or more 7, 14, 15 external drives are employed to excite the cantilever at or near the natural frequencies or eigenmodes of the free cantilever. The simultaneous excitation of two frequencies (see a illustration of bimodal excitation in Fig. 1 ) was first proposed in 2004 (Ref. 5 ) and the method is typically known as bimodal AFM. 5, 15, 16 Bimodal AFM gives rise to the simultaneous detection of multiple experimental observables and secondary contrast channels, 17 i.e., the amplitude and phase of the frequency near the higher modal frequencies. These channels enable accessing compositional contrast without the requirement of dissipating energy to the sample, 5 lead to enhanced resolution, 16 and provide the means to robustly quantify sample properties. 18 Still, while attractive for the development of the field, the simultaneous excitation of multiple frequencies at or near the eigenmodes comes at the cost of additional instrumentation, 19 added complexity to cantilever dynamics 20, 21 and the requirement of interpreting secondary contrast channels. 7, 14, 22, 23 Furthermore, in order to exploit the potential of bimodal AFM, it is of great interest to understand whether the motion is, or can be forced to be, periodic. Periodic motion in this context implies that there is a fundamental frequency the integer multiples of which constitute the full set of higher frequencies present in the signal. In particular, and from a physical point of view, periodicity would imply a repetition in peak 24, 25 and average forces, 26 and simplicity in terms of quantification of dissipative, i.e., energy dissipation, 27 and conservative, i.e., viral or frequency shift, 20, 28 interactions. The lack of periodicity on the other hand would imply that these phenomena and expressions repeat only on average. This work deals with periodicity in bimodal AFM and provides a theoretical and experimental discussion on whether periodicity occurs and/ or whether it can be controlled via operational parameters.
II. RESULTS
A starting point to discuss periodicity is to consider the higher mode resonant frequencies (modes) of commercial cantilevers. Commercial cantilevers are generally anharmonic in the sense that they are not integer multiples of the fundamental mode. 19, 29 This conclusion can be derived Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. analytically 30 from standard beam theory 31 and experimentally verified. 32 Expressions derived from beam theory are typically reported in works dealing with multifrequency AFM. 30, 33 Some groups have also proposed manufacturing harmonic cantilevers 29 and discussed advantages of harmonicity. 34 The presence of the probe on the cantilever might further lead to slight deviations from the theory 33 in real applications. 19, 35 In general, if a signal is periodic, there exists a fundamental frequency x F and integer multiples of this frequency constitute the full set of harmonics present in the signal. According to Fourier analysis, the motion in the vertical axis z can be written as
In the context of AFM, z stands for tip position in the direction normal to the surface of the unperturbed cantilever, z 0 is the mean deflection, n is the set of natural numbers, z n is the n th harmonic component of motion, and A n and u n are the corresponding n th amplitude and phase. It will be shown that the existence and identification of x F make calculations and an interpretation of the data in bimodal AFM simpler. The fundamental period T can be associated with x F or 2pf F in (1) as T ¼ 2p/x F , where f F is the fundamental frequency in Hz. x F and f F are used interchangeably to refer to fundamental frequency from now on. In bimodal AFM, two external drives are employed to excite the cantilever at frequencies near the modal resonant frequencies x (m) , where m stands for mode number, i.e., x (1) and x (2) in bimodal AFM. Mode numbers are bracketed in this work to distinguish them from harmonic number n as done elsewhere. 23, 37 The external drive frequencies are x D1 and x D2 ; D1 and D2 stand for drives 1 and 2, respectively. Typically, x D1 % x (1) and x D2 % x (2) . Nevertheless, there will be times here where x D1 6 ¼ x (1) and/or x D2 6 ¼ x (2) . Furthermore, integer multiples of x F are simply termed as higher harmonics from now on. The key point to note is that higher harmonics imply integer multiples of x F but not necessarily of the external drive frequencies x D1 and/or x D2 . Furthermore, from (1), it follows that for the motion to be periodic, x D1 and x D2 are required to be integer multiples of x F . Therefore, we write
In practical terms x D1 ¼ px F and x D1 ¼ qx F , where p and q are natural numbers that, according to Fourier analysis, 36 have no common multiples, i.e., r ¼ q/p cannot be further reduced. A main implication of the above discussion, expressions in (1) and (2) and their relationship to bimodal AFM, can now be explicitly stated. Namely, the user's choice of x D1 and x D2 (or choice of cantilever with a given relationship between x (1) and x (2) if x D1 ¼ x (1) and x D2 ¼ x (2) ) dictates the numerical value of the fundamental frequency x F and hence of the fundamental period T, repeats of peak forces per period 2p/x D1 , and so on. Furthermore, if the relationship between x D1 and x D2 implies incommensurability in terms of r, i.e., if there is no natural number r satisfying (2), the motion is not periodic. The important case or condition for which T ¼ 2p/x D1 is that x D1 and x D2 are integer multiples of each other or that r ¼ q and p ¼ 1.
The equation of motion of the cantilever can be reduced 5 to m modes and two external drives as
where k (m) , Q (m) , and x (m) are the spring constant, quality factor, and natural frequency of the m eigenmode. F 0D1 % F 0(1) and F 0D2 % F 0(2) are the magnitudes of the two external drives acting at or near x (1) and x (2) , respectively. F ts is the unrestricted tip-sample force and z (m) is the modal tip position 38 that can be expanded in terms of modal higher harmonics
Conservative interactions associated with each mode can be described in terms of the modal Virial V (m) 28,37
The last term on the right is the harmonic distortion HD in Virial for mode m, i.e., all frequencies except for n, and the term before it coincides with the Virial related to the frequency of interest n. It is important to note that the availability of a fundamental frequency x F or periodicity, as expressed by the relationship in (2) and the expressions in (1) and (4), is necessary in order to invoke orthogonality in the integral of the product F ts z (m) in (5). Then, periodicity 40 leads to the important simplification
The above expression is particularly relevant in bimodal AFM for the two monitored frequencies x D1 ¼ px F and 
where, as before, HD stands for harmonic distortion but this time related to energy transfer. Again, provided the signal is periodic as described by (1), (2) and (4), (7) reduces to
where we again focus on x D1 ¼ px F and x D2 ¼ qx F , i.e., n ¼ p and q as before. The combination of (6) and (8) 
Finally, the energy irreversibly lost to the tip-sample interaction E dis is the contribution of energy transfer from all modes, 7, 37 i.e., in bimodal, the first two modes, as
Next, the above theory is submitted to the test of numerical integration of (3). For the tip-sample forces, the first expression relates to the long range forces and F ts is defined by the Hamaker constant H, 26 the effective tip radius R, and the tip sample distance d (Ref. 20 )
where a 0 (%0.165 nm) is an intermolecular distance. In the short range d a 0 , F ts is modelled with 20,26 
À20 J, and R ¼ 5 nm. These conditions led to the average force remaining positive throughout in the simulations, i.e., repulsive regime. 26 Only two conditions are presented in Fig. 2 for clarity and simplicity. For the first one, r 6 ¼ q and p 6 ¼ 1 (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ). This is the case for which the drive frequencies are not multiples of each other and a fundamental frequency lower than x D1 is present. In particular, here q ¼ 31, p ¼ 5, and r ¼ 31/5 implying that the fundamental frequency x F is 5 times lower than the first drive x D1 and that the T is 5 times longer than the period of the first drive. The presence of harmonics multiple of x F ¼ x D1 /5 is observed in both Fig. 2(a) and the zoom in Fig. 2(b) . The second case shown in the figure (Figs. 2(c) and 3(d) ) exemplifies the consequences of driving with a second frequency multiple of the first drive, i.e., x D2 ¼ qx D1 ; here, x D2 ¼ 6x D1 . In this case, all higher harmonics are exact multiples of x D1 and the period is T ¼ 2p/ x D1 in agreement with the theory above. We note that driving with frequencies that are exact multiples of each other does not require that cantilevers are harmonic but simply depends on the choice of drives. From (2), it is required that p ¼ 1 or x F ¼ x D1 as we verified in all cases in our simulations (not all data shown). This means that irrespective of the characteristics of the cantilever, the period T can be controlled by the choice of drive frequencies alone as also verified experimentally (see below). In terms of T in Fig. 2 , when r ¼ 6.2, T % 71 ls while for r ¼ 6, T % 14 ls. The effects of the two different scenarios illustrated in Fig. 2 in terms of the fundamental expressions in bimodal AFM (5)- (10) are provided quantitatively in Table I . It is particularly interesting to note that both the Virial (6) and the energy transfer (8) expression for the second mode, i.e., n ¼ q, change in sign depending on r.
We further verified in simulations that incommensurability, i.e., no natural number r satisfying (2), led to many peaks at even smaller frequencies than those in Figs. 2(a)  and 2(b) . In general, as r, p, and q increase, x F decreases and T increases as predicted by (2). 41 Next, experimental waveforms (Fig. 3) of the free and engaged cantilever and the corresponding Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) (Fig. 4) were acquired in order to experimentally validate the theoretical predictions. An Asylum Research (Cypher) AFM was used in the experiments. A cantilever with k (1) % 1.7 N/m and f (1) % 73 kHz was employed (OLYMPUS AC240TS) and the parameters were A 0(1) % 56 nm¸A 0(2) % 1 nm, and set point A (1) A sp % 0.6 A 0(1) . Three relationships were selected for f D1 and f D2 as parameterized by r ¼ f D2 /f D1 as in (2): r ¼ 5.9, r ¼ 6, and r ¼ 6.2 in Fig. 3 . The cantilever was anharmonic with f (1) ¼ 72.715 kHz and f (2) ¼ 434.814 kHz; f (2) 
Examples of the frequency spectrum (amplitude/frequency) for an interacting tip depending on the relationship between drive frequencies as parameterized by r ¼ q/p. The panels on the right correspond to zooms of the panels on the left and the horizontal axis has been normalized by the first drive frequency f D1 .
For r ¼ 5.9, the waveforms (time domain) of both the free and engaged cantilever display a pattern that repeated every 10 periods of the first drive (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ) as indicated with arrows. For r ¼ 6 (Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) ), the waveforms of the free and engaged cantilever displayed a pattern that repeated every period of the first drive. Finally, for r ¼ 6.2 (Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) ), the waveforms displayed a pattern that repeated every five periods of the first drive. Note that when r ¼ 5.9 and ¼ 6.2, one can distinguish a wave packet appearing in the waveforms for both the free and engaged cantilever. The number of the expressions employed is specified and the numerical values given as obtained when acquiring an FFT in the simulations. The last column corresponds to the value of phase shift for n ¼ q (monitored phase shift near the second mode) resulting from the FFT in simulations (Sim).
Equation (5) V (1) (eV) Equation (5) V (2) (eV) Equation (7) E T(1) (eV) Equation (7) E T(2) (eV) Equation (10) E dis (eV) The FFTs (frequency domain) for the data in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of r ¼ 5. Fig. 4 as predicted. At this point, we would like to comment on the fact that the period of the signal, or otherwise the fundamental frequency f F , remained unchanged when the cantilever interacted with the surface. That is, the arbitrary choice or selection of frequencies by the user for the free cantilever giving place to the ratio r being rational, or otherwise the presence of a fundamental frequency f F , remained unaltered when the cantilever interacted in the results presented here. In this sense, while it could be argued that it is expected that the fundamental period or frequency of a linear system, i.e., the unperturbed or free cantilever, can be selected arbitrarily with an appropriate choice of external drives, 36 it has also been shown in the literature that the fundamental period can change when the cantilever interacts with the nonlinear tip-surface forces even when employing a single drive. 42, 43 Thus, we believe that it is remarkable that in the more complex set-up of bimodal AFM, and more specifically for the cases explored in this work, the fundamental frequency selected by the user remained unaltered throughout. The periodicity of the system during tip-sample interaction and the presence of multiple accessible frequencies might further offer potential for multi-parametric AFM. 8, 40, 44 
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the existence of a fundamental period of oscillation or repeat in bimodal AFM depends on the relationship between external drive frequencies and can be tuned by the user. Periodicity also simplifies the theory of bimodal AFM and leads to simple analytical expressions. The possibility to induce periodic motion and derive simple analytical expressions should further assist in developing quantitative forms of bimodal AFM that rely on steady-state oscillation, periodicity, and/or conservation principles. FIG. 4 . Experimental FFTs obtained for an engaged cantilever for (a) r ¼ 5.9, (b) r ¼ 6, and (c) r ¼ 6.2. The data correspond to the waveforms in Fig. 3 for the engaged cantilever.
